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Abstract

Ensuring National Unity and upholding Human Rights have always been a big challenge in Ethiopia, since the establishment of the modern Ethiopian state. These problems are still troubling the country, long after the adoption of the present Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) Constitution, which is claimed to have addressed them once and for all. This article seeks to revisit the historical underpinnings of the FDRE Constitution and its ethnic-centered design, in relation to its actual capacity to achieve national unity and adequate protection of human rights. The article demonstrates how human dignity centered constitutional design and interpretation could advance both national unity and adequate protection of rights. It argues that the historical foundation of the FDRE Constitution and the design that came out of it is backward looking, exclusionary and inadequate to address both challenges for a number of reasons. As a possible alternative, it proposes a human dignity centered re-reading of history, constitutional design and interpretation. Since Ethiopia is in a process of reform in various spheres, the issues raised and discussed in the article deserve serious attention as they are essential to move forward.
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1. Introduction

The adoption of a new constitution is usually associated with the beginning of a new dawn and chapter in the history of a nation. However, this supposition is not always true. It is only in those nations which were able to identify the root cause of the illness in their past and prescribed the right medication for it that a new chapter is likely to start with the coming of a new constitution. Ethiopia was not lucky in that regard. This article contends that although national unity and lack of respect for fundamental rights were identified among the core problems of Ethiopia, they were not addressed properly in the design of the present constitution, mainly due to a simplistic and backward looking reading of the Ethiopian past by the political actors who dominated the constitution making process. To remedy this problem, I argue that a human dignity centered reading of history, constitutional design and interpretation can have a great potential to achieve National Unity and promote the protection of Human Rights.

The article is based on the premise that Ethiopia is one sovereign state-nation. This paradigm is different from related conceptions of ‘nation-states’ and ‘pure multinational states’. At the core of the nation-state conception is the idea that there should be one homogenous culture, language and identity within a state.¹ This framework is inadequate for Ethiopia because it is a home of multiple and diverse ethnic communities with their own language, culture and traditions. The idea of ‘pure multinational state’ also seems to be problematic for Ethiopia because of its inability to ensure the unity and integrity of the country. This conception gives too much power for national groups within the state and is more like a confederation of nation-states.² Such arrangement does not give much attention to the common values and opens the door for disintegration of the state since the prime attachment of the inhabitants is to their respective ethnic community rather than the state.

In contrast to the two paradigms (i.e., the nation-state and pure multinational state), the idea of state-nation seeks to balance between

² Id. at 11-12.
diversity and unity. As such, it recognizes the importance of accommodating diversity be it ethnic, religious or cultural within a state. It seeks to strengthen the unity of the people as well as the integrity of the state. It also accepts that multiple identities could coexist within a state in a complimentary manner. In other words, nationality and citizenship could supplement each other; i.e., membership of a certain national group does not affect loyalty to the state as a citizen. It is based on this assumption that arguments in this article are made concerning the need to maintain national unity, territorial integrity and make citizenship the primary identity marker for distributing rights and duties. If one does not accept the *state-nation* status of Ethiopia for whatever reason and regards it as a loose association or confederation of independent/autonomous ethnic communities, the conclusion he/she would reach on such matters would obviously be different.

The other core/crucial concept embodied in the article is the notion of national unity. Different people may perceive the idea differently. For some, it may mean the eradication/amalgamation of diversity within a state and the creation of one identity by force or other means. The idea of national unity used in this article is completely different from this conception. It rather accepts the immense importance of recognizing ethnic, cultural and religious diversity of different communities. These differences must not be however a source of conflict and disharmony among the inhabitants of the nation. Despite differences along ethnic or religious lines, citizens of a *state-nation* need certain core *unifying/shared values* that bind them together and enable them to live in cooperation, harmony, peace and move forward. Thus, the concept of *national unity*, in this article envisages the *subtotal of core values* that bind citizens of a nation together irrespective of their ethnic and religious diversity.

Identifying these unifying values that appeals to all and ensuring national unity is extremely important in Ethiopia for two main reasons. First, the Ethiopian state is constituted by forceful expansion and assimilation rather than the consent of various communities inhabiting it. Even after its establishment, the state has failed to respect basic human rights and treat all in equal manner. This has created a resentment which could be a cause for division, instability and conflict. To rectify this problem with the past history of the country, Ethiopian people need a new basis/foundation for their union which they willingly subscribe, because it attends to their needs and
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3 *Id. at 4.*
recognizes their equal worth. Second, the presence of diverse and multiple ethnic as well as religious groups in Ethiopia is another factor that makes ensuring national unity desirable.

Considering the extent of diversity in ethnicity, language, culture and religion that prevails in Ethiopia some may argue that, there is nothing that is shared among the Ethiopian people and they could not live together as such. This however is far from the reality. To a considerable degree, the various ethnic and religious communities inhabiting Ethiopia have created shared identity (the magnitude of which can be subject to debate) as they lived together for long time and interacted in social, economic and cultural spheres. Even if one accepts the proposition that there is no shared Ethiopian identity to date for the sake of argument, it is also within the realm of possibility to create one through agreement. As such, neither uniformity in ethnic composition nor the existence of one religion is essential for establishment of a state-nation. A strong state-nation could be created out of a diverse community and individuals so long as they are committed to certain core values and are willing to live together. The case of the United States of America is a good example in this regard.

As argued in the article, regardless of differences in ethnicity and religion in Ethiopia, there is one core value that is commonly shared by all i.e. humanity, respect for human dignity or worth of a human being. This value could bring together the diverse people of Ethiopia under one umbrella as it preserves the essence of their humanity at various levels both individual and communal. It could also serve as a yardstick for balancing the right of individuals and communities within a state. Unlimited amount of right for communities be it ethnic or religious threatens individual liberties and the very existence of the state. It could also be a cause for conflict and instability. On the other hand, promoting individual rights alone while ignoring or at times suppressing collective rights is also a recipe for disaster. It is with due consideration of these facts that this article advocates for a human dignity centered constitutional design and interpretation because of its capacity to preserve the interest of individuals and communities concurrently without one destroying the other.

The article takes inspirations from the constitutions of South Africa, Germany, India and others. These jurisdictions were primarily chosen due to the central place of human dignity in their constitutional order. Some of them had also influenced the design of the FDRE constitution.

The next section introduces the idea of human dignity as philosophical, political and constitutional concept. Its core functions in major constitutional systems will also be briefly stated. The third section critically examines the
historical underpinning of the FDRE Constitution and the design that comes out of it from the perspective of national unity and human rights protection. The fourth and fifth sections explore the potential of human dignity centered constitutional design and interpretation in addressing challenges of national unity and ensuring respect for human rights. These sections also indicate the avenues to achieve this concretely and the possible challenges. Finally, the core arguments of the article are highlighted and presented along with concluding remarks.

2. Human Dignity as Philosophical, Political and Constitutional Concept

2.1 Human dignity as religious, philosophical and political concept

The notion of human dignity first emerged in philosophical and religious discourse. Both philosophers and religious scholars were engaged in finding an answer to the fundamental question, what makes human beings unique and worthy of a special respect in comparison to other creatures? For theologians and other religious scholars, the uniqueness of human beings emanates from their special pattern of creation by God. For instance, Christian theologians invoke the Bible verse which says ‘God created man in his own image’. In their view the resemblance between man and God elevates the status of human beings justifying their treatment with greater respect. A similar verse is found in the Holy Quran which states that ‘man is the representative of Allah on earth’. This has been interpreted to demonstrate the status of human beings and their ascription with a unique value or dignity. Likewise, various traditional beliefs share similar concepts in different forms. For example, according to the traditional religious beliefs of the Igbo indigenous people of West Africa, human beings deserve a special respect and recognition because they embody the ‘imprint of God or Chi’.

---

Based on a different premise, philosophers also accept the idea that human beings possess a unique worth and need to be treated accordingly. The most notable philosopher in relation to the notion of human dignity is Immanuel Kant. He argued that the source of human dignity is their capacity for moral action and reason.\(^8\) In his view, human beings are capable of sophisticated thinking and acting on that basis. This feature is shared by all human beings/human race, despite possible variance of degree. They are also bestowed with the capacity to distinguish right and wrong. This unique capacity of human beings to exercise their autonomy in line with moral principles makes them stand out from other creatures.\(^9\)

Kant tried to set or establish a categorical imperative regarding how human beings should be treated. He stated that ‘human beings should be treated as an end in themselves not as means’.\(^10\) In other words, no human being must be assumed to exist for the sake of benefitting or pleasing others. Rather he/she has a value in himself/herself regardless of his/her use or benefit for others. This opposes the social system in slave societies where a slave owner considers the slave as his own property. For him the slave has no mission or value other than serving his master. Kant rejected such thinking of enslaving or ownership of humans by asserting that they are not the object of anything but have worth and dignity as ends in themselves.

The central feature of Kant’s philosophical conception of human dignity is that it is innate or intrinsic. This could be differentiated from the understanding of human dignity as a political notion which is founded on deliberation and agreement of autonomous individuals to treat each other with respect.\(^11\) Such agreement could be expressed in the form of constitution or other laws adopted following a democratic process. Thus, for certain political theorists the source of human dignity rather arises from the voluntary agreement of individual human beings.

According to Jürgen Habermas, human dignity “performs the function of a seismograph that registers what is constitutive for a democratic legal order, namely, just those rights that the citizens of a political community must
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grant themselves if they are to be able to respect one another as members of a voluntary association of free and equal persons”. He also underscores the vital link between human dignity and citizenship and considers ‘democratic citizenship’ as the basis for individuals’ claim to be treated with respect or dignity. All these diverse conceptions of human dignity have left their imprints and contributed their part for the development of human dignity as a legal concept.

2.2 Human dignity as a legal and constitutional concept

Compared to the long history of human dignity as a religious and philosophical concept, its emergence as a legal and constitutional concept has a relatively short history. The landmark development in this regard occurred following the shocking incidents that took place prior to the end of the Second World War which include the tragic Holocaust against the Jews. The Nazi party which was holding power in Germany at that time had the ideology of making Europe Jew-free.

Initially, the plan was to deport all persons of Jewish decent to Madagascar. This was commonly known as the ‘first solution’ to the Jewish problem. However, the Nazi leaders of the time found the implementation of this solution to be cumbersome and costly in financial terms. They rather adopted another ‘solution’ which was keeping the Jewish population in Europe in concentration camps built in different places. This second option also did not satisfy the Nazi leaders and they adopted a ‘final solution’ which was extermination of all Jews in the concentration camps.

In order to kill as many Jews as possible, the Nazi leaders ordered the construction of gas chambers. They also thought this makes their death more ‘humane’ and ‘painless’. With the policy of final solution more than six million Jews were massacred. Besides the killing, the Jewish people in the concentration camps were also subjected to horrific medical experiments.
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12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Barak, supra note 4, 49-65.
15 Christopher McCrudden (2008), ‘Human Dignity and Judicial Interpretation of Human Rights’ 19(4) EJIL 625, 625-72
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
During these tragic atrocities, the Nazis considered the Jews as sub-humans not deserving any respect that is owed to a human person. This was entirely incompatible with the idea that human beings possess human dignity and need to be treated with a special respect.

This shocking experience and the destruction that ensued as a result of the Second World War taught an important lesson to humanity. It also necessitated the incorporation of human dignity in the key international treaties. The transformation of human dignity from a philosophical religious and political concept to a legal concept first occurred in the international arena in the UN Charter that seeks ‘to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person’.\textsuperscript{20} This trend of recognizing human dignity in international treaties increased in the subsequent years.

A number of international and regional human rights treaties expressly stated the importance of human dignity. For instance, the Universal Declaration on Human Rights states that ‘all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood’.\textsuperscript{21} The Declaration underscored the equality of all human beings in their human quality and the need to treat one another with respect and care. A similar reference is found in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (ACHPR).

The preamble of the ICCPR provides ‘recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world’.\textsuperscript{22} It further makes human dignity the base or foundation of human rights. The Covenant says human rights ‘derive from the inherent dignity of the human person’.\textsuperscript{23} Thus, the source of our human rights is the dignity we possess as human beings. The regional African human right treaty, the ACHPR for its part provides ‘every individual shall have the right to the respect of the dignity inherent in a human being and to the recognition of his legal status. All forms of exploitation and degradation of man particularly slavery, slave trade, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment and treatment shall be prohibited’.\textsuperscript{24} As such, the Charter not only recognizes the special worth or

\textsuperscript{20} United Nations Charter 1945, preamble.
\textsuperscript{21} Universal Declaration on Human Rights 1948, art.1.
\textsuperscript{22} International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966, preamble.
\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{24} African (Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (ACHPR) 1986, art.5.
value of human beings but also indicates instances where the dignity of human beings is undermined. All the statements in the above-mentioned international and regional human rights treaties demonstrate the importance of human dignity as their very foundation.

The next stage in the development of human dignity as a legal concept occurred with its increasing and widespread recognition in several national constitutions. The pioneer in this regard is the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany. After the end of the Second World War, Germany adopted a new constitutional order that is centered on Human Dignity with clear intent of breaking away from the horrific past. The Basic Law of Germany provides that ‘human dignity shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it shall be the duty of all state authority’. Human dignity is also the first provision of the Basic Law and this has symbolic meaning indicating its importance. Further, a clear obligation is imposed on state organs to make its respect and protection their prime mission.

The status of human dignity is also unique in the German basic law as it is ‘supreme, absolute, and eternal’. Human dignity sits at the top of the normative order and guides the relationship between states and individual as well as among individuals. The German basic law provides a ‘blueprint’ to what kind of society it desires to create i.e. a society committed to the value of human dignity. As such, human dignity radiates across the entire constitutional order and serves as the supreme guiding principle. Human dignity is also absolute in Germany because it is not susceptible to any kind of limitation. Thus, any limitation of right that affects human dignity or the central core of the right is regarded as unacceptable. Even more, the status of human dignity in the German basic law could not be altered even by amending the Basic Law. This is why human dignity is regarded as eternal in the German constitutional system.

Likewise, human dignity has a very prominent role in the South African constitutional order. After the end of the Apartheid regime in 1994, the new

25 Barak, supra note 4, at 49-65.
29 Ibid
30 Basic Law, supra note 26, art 79(3).
South African Constitution made Human Dignity one of the founding values. It states that South Africa is founded on ‘human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms’. This was done to clearly reject the South African past under the apartheid era where the dignity of the black South Africans was grossly violated through discriminatory laws and practices. The South African Constitution also clearly recognizes the right to human dignity in unequivocal terms by stating that ‘everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected’. The concept has also an important role in the interpretation and application of other constitutional rights.

Aside from the German and South African constitutions, many other constitutions also incorporate human dignity either as a constitutional right or as a constitutional value. The 2010 Constitution of Kenya is a good example in this regard. It is to be noted that most contemporary constitutions recognize human dignity either expressly or impliedly, and this shows the important constitutional status it has acquired globally.

The meaning of respect to human dignity and its manifestations in concrete terms (i.e., the essence of respect for human dignity) are among the most difficult and controversial themes in academic discourse. For some human dignity is an empty concept devoid of any tangible content or meaning. The argument here is that human dignity is so abstract that no one knows what it means in precise terms. Supporters of this view argue that the concept is susceptible to abuse and manipulation as it could mean anything.

Contrary to this position, there are scholars who argue that imprecision of meaning is not something peculiar to the concept of human dignity and it is partly attributable to the relative newness of it as a legal concept. Over the years, different courts across the globe have contributed a lot to the explication of the meaning of human dignity as a constitutional concept. The works of various scholars have also greatly assisted in the concretization of the core content of human dignity. These core aspects of human dignity include the respect for the life and integrity of the human person, recognition
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31 The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (CRSA) 1996, art 1(a)
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of the equal worth of human beings and respect for the autonomy or self-
determination of human beings.\textsuperscript{36}

The first aspect of human dignity recognizes the ‘\textit{intrinsic value of human life}’. Human life is so valuable that neither a state nor any other individual should be allowed to deprive it. This dimension of human dignity was emphasized in the \textit{Makwayne} decision of the South African Constitutional Court which outlawed death penalty.\textsuperscript{37} According to this decision, besides the protection of human life, to respect the dignity of a human being also means to preserve his or her physical and emotional integrity. Respect for physical integrity protects the person from cruel and inhuman acts that cause a bodily suffering. The respect for emotional integrity on the other hand seeks to protect human beings from degrading or humiliating treatment.\textsuperscript{38} Thus, one concrete meaning of human dignity is protecting human life, physical and emotional integrity.

The second important dimension of human dignity is recognition of the equal worth or value of human beings at both individual and group levels. To treat a person with dignity means to accept equality with others in respect of human quality.\textsuperscript{39} Much of unjust discriminations on the basis of race or gender are based on the idea that not all humans are equal in their humanity. The underlying assumption of the Jim Crow laws in the United States which prevented the African Americans from fully participating in the life of the American society on equal basis was the thinking that they are inferior to the white Americans in their worth or dignity.\textsuperscript{40} Thus, the conception of human dignity as equal value or worth challenges this assumption and asserts that no one is inferior or superior to others in his/her human quality, dignity or worth. Thus, to respect human dignity means to recognize the equal worth and value of fellow human beings.

The third core concertized aspect of human dignity is respect for individual autonomy or self-determination which may be exercised individually or collectively. At individual level, this dimension of human dignity gives the individual the freedom to make fundamental decision in his

\textsuperscript{36} Mahlmann, \textit{supra} note 8, at 379-383.

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{S v. Makwanyane}, 1995 (3) SA 391 CC.

\textsuperscript{38} McCrudden, \textit{supra} note 15, at 683, 685-689.


life by himself and be self-directed. With the recognition of autonomy, the individual will be free to develop his personality in manner he or she sees it fit and live his life according to his choice. His freedom of thought, expression, belief and association will be fully protected. It also safeguards the autonomy of individual to make personal choices. In some constitutional systems, the recognition of the human dignity as an autonomy is interpreted to allow terminally ill individual to decide to end their life and recognize the right of the mother to terminate pregnancy or undertake an abortion.

Thus, to respect human dignity means to respect the autonomy of the person. Yet, it must be noted that autonomy (as an integral part of human dignity) is meant to be exercised ‘within the framework of a society’. This means legitimate and reasonable limits could be imposed on the autonomy of an individual to preserve the autonomy of others as well as make possible living in a community. At collective level, this aspect of human dignity entitles the group to maintain its distinct identity and govern itself. These entitlements could further be divided into different components of the right to self-determination. The rights include ‘the protection of the cultural, religious, linguistic, and ethnic identity of individuals and groups; and … the right of individuals and groups to participate effectively in the economic and the political life of the country’.

The above being the core aspects or meanings of respect for human dignity as a constitutional concept, the next discussion would be on what role human dignity is playing in major constitutional systems such as Germany and South Africa. From the case law of the constitutional courts of the Germany and South Africa as well as from the scholarly works written on the subject, it is possible to infer that human dignity serves foundational, interpretative and generative functions in these systems. As a foundational concept human dignity serves as a justification for human rights. Thus, the question why we have human rights is often answered primarily by saying
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that because we have dignity and our dignity entitles us to proper or respectful treatments recognized in the form of human rights. It is also important to bear in mind that, at the drafting process of the UDHR, human dignity was the only foundation for human rights that was accepted or found to be appealing to the participating states from diverse cultural roots. However, the second vital function of human dignity is its importance in interpreting human rights embodied in national constitutions and international treaties.

For example, the Constitutional Court of South Africa utilizes human dignity to differentiate between fair and unfair discrimination. According to the jurisprudence of the court, the differential treatment of two persons becomes problematic under the constitution only when the dignity of one of them is infringed. A similar test is also used by other courts including Kenya. Beside its use in delineating the scope and meaning of human rights, human dignity is also utilized to assess the propriety of limitation imposed on constitutional rights. In relation to this, the Constitution of Kenya provides that ‘right or fundamental freedom in the Bill of Rights shall not be limited except by law, and then only to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom’. From this statement, we can see that one of the factors taken in to account in the determination of whether a limitation is acceptable or not is to see its impact on the human dignity of the person. If the limitation disproportionately undermines the dignity of the person, then the limitation becomes invalid.

The last crucial function of human dignity is its generative or adaptive function in the context of constitutional rights. Due to the change in social, political, cultural or social factors, there might arise a need to recognize new set of rights. In the constitutional systems discussed above, human dignity serves this function by enabling the judges to discover new set of rights from it through the exercise of purposive interpretation that seeks to identify the

objects of rights in a democratic society.\textsuperscript{50} This in turn ensures the responsiveness of a constitutional system to changes that can unfold thereby maintaining its currency.

\section*{3. Revisiting the Foundations of the FDRE Constitution from the Perspective of National Unity and Human Rights}

\subsection*{3.1 The underlying historical narrative of the FDRE Constitution}

In order to examine the foundations of the present Ethiopian constitution from the perspective of national unity and human rights, it is appropriate to begin with the reading of Ethiopian history on the part of the political actors which dominated the constitution making process. Generally speaking, the political forces which resisted the Derg military regime could be categorized as liberation fronts and underground political parties based on their agenda as well as name.\textsuperscript{51} The first class includes the Tigrean People Liberation Front (TPLF), Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) and the Ogaden National Liberation Front among others. In the second category includes political groups such as the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Party (EPRP) and All Ethiopian Socialist Movement (AESM).

Most of these political organizations trace their origin from the Ethiopian student movement that gained momentum in 1960s and made great contribution to the overthrowal the imperial regime.\textsuperscript{52} In the bitter fight against the Derg rule, the political parties that were organized on non-ethnic basis such as the EPRP were crushed and eliminated by the Derg.\textsuperscript{53} This may be partly due to the urban-based struggle they opted to fight the Derg and other additional factors. In contrast, the liberation fronts that mainly resisted the regime in the rural areas of the country became the ultimate winners of the bloody civil war which ended in 1991 with the defeat of the Derg.\textsuperscript{54} This gave these political organizations the upper hand in shaping the content of the FDRE Constitution according to their narrative of the Ethiopian history/past.

Since the time of the Ethiopian student movement, the liberation fronts had subscribed to the narrative about the past Ethiopian state, which was

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{50} Barak, \textit{supra} note 4, at 109.
  \item \textsuperscript{52} \textit{Ibid.}
  \item \textsuperscript{53} \textit{Ibid.}
  \item \textsuperscript{54} Gebru Tareke (2009), \textit{The Ethiopian Revolution War in the Horn of Africa}, (Yale University Press), 76-110.
\end{itemize}
initially articulated by one of the leaders of the Ethiopian student movement Walleleign Mekonen.\(^\text{55}\) In his piece ‘On the Question of Nationalities in Ethiopia’, he had identified the core problem of the Ethiopian states to be the Amhara domination and subjugation of other ethnic communities residing in Ethiopia. He argued that the supremacy is manifested not only politically but also culturally, stating that “to be a ‘genuine Ethiopian’ one has to speak Amharic, to listen to Amharic music, to accept the Amhara-Tigre religion, Orthodox Christianity and to wear the Amhara-Tigre Shamma; ... in short to be an Ethiopian, you will have to wear an Amhara mask”.\(^\text{56}\)

Along the same line, some liberation-oriented political organizations even take this narrative further and claim that the issue they have with the Ethiopian state is that of ‘internal colonization’. They argue that ‘Amhara’ Ethiopian kings such as Emperor Menilik had subjected and annexed independent political communities such as the Oromos under their rule through means of force.\(^\text{57}\) For these groups, the only way to remedy this is full independence from Ethiopia and the establishment of their own state.

### 3.2 Reflections on the historical narrative in the design of the FDRE Constitution

As some scholars argue, the ethno-nationalist political organizations that won the fight against the Derg dominated the making of the FDRE Constitution.\(^\text{58}\) This means their view or narrative about the Ethiopian past has served as the basis of the FDRE Constitution. Other political forces with alternative vision were systematically excluded from the process and had no meaningful voice or input. So it is only natural that the FDRE Constitution reflects the narrative of ethnic-based political organizations and provides maximum protection for the interest of the group they claim to represent. Several parts of the Constitution attest to this fact.


\(^{56}\) Ibid.


The Preamble of the Constitution starts with the statement ‘We the Nation, Nationalities and Peoples of Ethiopia’. This formulation is unique compared to many other constitutions. The trend in other constitutions is to refer to the ‘People’ or ‘Citizens’ of the country as one entity irrespective of the existing diversity. However, in the FDRE Constitution, the terms Nation, Nationalities and Peoples (NNPs) was preferred rather than recognizing the entirety of the Ethiopian people as one unified whole. In addition, the FDRE Constitution has also given the NNPs the ultimate say on any crucial matter in the Ethiopian polity. It provides ‘all sovereign power resides in the Nations, Nationalities and Peoples of Ethiopia’.

The core historical narrative that underpins the Constitution is also manifested in the organization of states as well as in the extent of power given for ethnic communities. One typical feature of the FDRE Constitution is its design of the federal structure along ethnic and language composition of the people living in those territories. The bigger states of the federation in terms of population number and area are inhabited by one dominant ethnic group with the exception of the State of Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples (SNNP).

The NNPs were also granted the full right to self-determination including self-governance, that could go up to the extent of seceding from the country upon the fulfilment of certain formal requirements. In this regard, the FDRE Constitution states, ‘every Nation, Nationality and People in Ethiopia has an unconditional right to self-determination, including the right to secession’. To the best of the writer’s knowledge, such degree of autonomy and self-determination to ethnic communities within a framework of a country is unprecedented (with the exception of the USSR Constitution under Stalin which has ultimately led to Soviet Union’s disintegration). Unconditional right to self-determination is not also supported by the current understanding international law.

According to some writers, the right to secession was included in the Constitution because some ethnic based liberation fronts made it a

59 Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE const.) 1995, preamble
61 FDRE Constitution, supra note 59, art 8 (1).
62 Id. art 46 (2) & 47 (1).
63 Id. art 39 (1).
64 Hannum, supra note 45, at 776.
precondition for their approval of the Constitution and threatened immediate secession unless their demands are met. In addition to all these, the Constitution also give the final say on constitutional disputes to the House of Federation which is a body composed of the NNPs. The Constitution stipulates that ‘the House has the power to interpret the Constitution’. All these provisions show the broadly extended power that was given to the ethnic communities in the FDRE Constitution, which is partly attributable to the vision and narrative of political forces that dominate its making.

3.3 The impact of the historical narrative and the design of the FDRE Constitution on national unity and human rights

National unity is one of the issues which received inadequate attention by the framers of the FDRE Constitution. For any strong state-nation to emerge, it presupposes a strong commitment to building a sense of ‘national identity’ or ‘unity’ among its people irrespective of their diversity in ethnicity, culture, religion or physical appearance. It is for these reasons that many constitutions give a central place to the promotion and preservation of national unity. A good example in this regard could be the preamble of the Indian Constitution which underlines the commitment of India to maintain ‘the unity and integrity of the Nation’.

It is to be noted that India is one of the most diverse societies divided along ethnic, religious and other lines. Its Constitution further makes it the explicit duty of citizens ‘to uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India’. A similar constitutional recognition of national unity is also found in the South African constitution. The preamble states:

‘We the People of South Africa … believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity. …We therefore … adopt this Constitution … to … heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values, social Justice and fundamental human rights’ and seek ‘to build a united and democratic South Africa
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able to take its rightful place as a sovereign state in the family of nations’. ⁷⁰

Both the Indian and South African Constitutions underscore the need for national unity and maintaining the integrity of the state in unequivocal terms. Further, both constitutions begin with similar phrase ‘We the People’. This has a symbolic importance because it conveys the message that, the people of South Africa or India are one people committed to creating one state-nation, despite their cultural or other differences. More importantly, both constitutions speak in terms of citizenship to distribute sovereignty and rights in the polity. For instance, the Indian Constitution says ‘We, the People of India, having Solemnly resolved to Constitute India into a Sovereign Socialist Secular Democratic Republic and to secure to all its Citizens … Justice ... Liberty … Equality… Fraternity’…. ⁷¹

Here, we can see that the primary identity in the framework of the nation-state is citizenship not ethnic identity. Along the same line the South African Constitution seeks to create ‘a democratic and open society in which government is based on the will of the people and every citizen is equally protected by law’ and to ‘improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person’ ⁷² The language used in both constitutions is immensely important as it clearly demonstrates the strong emphasis and place they give for national unity, by making citizenship the sole criteria of seeking rights and privilege in their constitutional order.

The stipulation of the FDRE Constitution stands in clear contrast to the position of the two constitutions discussed above. As noted above, its preamble begins with the statement ‘We, the Nations, Nationalities and Peoples of Ethiopia’. ⁷³ The choice of words here is deliberate and the drafters seems to emphasize the distinct identity of ethnic communities residing in the country. It also conveys the message that Ethiopian people do not have one ‘national’ or ‘Ethiopian identity’. As such, the Ethiopian Constitution recognizes the people primarily as NNPs rather than Ethiopian citizens. The absence of any reference to citizenship in the preamble is notable in this regard.

This author argues that this manifests improper attention given to national unity in the Constitution. Yet, some may argue that the Constitution is formulated in this way because there is no real ‘Ethiopian identity’ or sense
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of belongingness to the Ethiopian state among the different ethnic communities inhabiting the nation. They argue that the nation-building project of the past Ethiopian regimes with the use of force and assimilation has failed to create an Ethiopian identity and the Constitution is just a reflection of this reality. Even if one may consider this argument plausible, the approach of the constitutional framers is not appropriate since they have not laid down the groundwork for the creation of a strong Ethiopian identity founded on certain democratic values. This issue is discussed in more depth in the fourth section of the article.

The other problematic aspect of the present Ethiopian Constitution from the angle of national unity is the reference made (in the Preamble) about the ‘strong commitment’ of the NPPs ‘to building a political community’. The crucial question here is whether the phrase ‘political community’ is a synonym of a state-nation. If it means the same thing, we may not have that much problem. However, the question remains why the framers preferred the phrase ‘political community’ instead of saying the state of Ethiopia, which is a common formulation in many other constitutions. I argue that a political community is not identical to the concept of a state-nation. The existing literature on the subject also seems to support this conclusion. For instance, as Kukathas notes ‘a political community is essentially an association of individuals who share an understanding of what is public and what is private within that polity’. He further argues that a political community could exist independent of a state and a government. Thus, a political community seems to be a loose form of political association.

This could be contrasted with the conception of state-nation where recognition is given to national units in a manner that does not threaten or ‘hollow’ the existence of the state. In such states, citizens have no problem of attaching or identifying themselves with the state. Considering this, the framers of the FDRE Constitution seem to have the intention of creating a pure multinational Ethiopian state, which is more like a confederation of various ethnic communities inhabiting it. The state is conceived as ‘a sum of nations, each with its own exclusive identity, symbols and laws’. In such a state, the prime identity marker in the polity would be national identities.
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rather than citizenship. Such arrangement encourages people to be loyal primarily to their ethnic group rather than the state. This in turn undermines the unity of the country and its existence.

The weak place given to national unity is also manifested in the seemingly limitless power given to the NPPS. Although the constitutional recognition given to them to self-administer and develop their culture and languages is a positive thing, the Constitution goes to the extent of accepting their ‘unconditional… right to secession’. I argue that this demonstrates the lack of commitment on the part of the framers of the Constitution to maintain the Ethiopian state as well as its territorial integrity. Contrary to the Ethiopian Constitution, in many multi-ethnic states, a constitution unequivocally recognizes the indivisibility of the country. For instance, the Kenyan constitution provides that ‘We, the people of Kenya, proud of our ethnic, cultural and religious diversity, and determined to live in peace and unity as one indivisible sovereign nation’. This provision is a classic example that shows a strong commitment to national unity while recognizing diversity. In light of these standards, the level of protection of national unity in the FDRE Constitution is grossly inadequate.

Even though organizing regional states of the Ethiopian federation along ethnic lines may not have been inherently problematic (and not something unheard of), the stipulation of some state constitutions raises an alarm on the status of national unity. As provided in the FDRE Constitution, states are mandated to adopt their own regional constitution. Accordingly, all of the states have constitutions applicable within their respective territories. One problematic aspect of these constitutions is their apportionment of sovereign power. For instance, the Revised Constitution of Oromia Regional State provides that ‘Sovereign Power in the region resides in the people of the Oromo Nation’.

Although, the right of other Ethiopian citizens to move within these states, to live and own property is recognized, the bestowment of sovereign power to one ethnic group, may automatically convey the message that others are outsiders and less privileged. Such formulations may also foster the thinking that other ethnic groups have lesser right compared to the ‘native’ ones and this can induce eviction, as it has already happened in
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some of the regional states. It could also be an obstacle for national unity and could possibly ignite a further division. A better formulation is provided in the Constitution of the Amhara Regional State which states that ‘the supreme power of the national regional state resides and belongs to the peoples of the Amhara region’. What makes this regional constitution different is that sovereign power is bestowed on the people residing in the region irrespective of their ethnic identity. Thus, due to the very design of the FDRE Constitution and its underlying historical assumptions as well as problems related to its implementation, it has contributed towards the fragility of national unity in the Ethiopian polity.

The other recurring problem in the Ethiopian state is the inadequate protection of Human Rights. The FDRE Constitution is praised for devoting a significant part for enumerating a wide range of human rights. The Constitution indeed encompasses civil, political, social economic and cultural rights. It also incorporates individual and group human rights. The constitutional supremacy of international human rights ratified by Ethiopia in the interpretation of human rights enshrined in the Constitution also deserves to be admired. In this sense, the Constitution could be regarded as comprehensive.

However, the enumeration of rights in a constitution is not an end itself. It is only when the constitutional rights stated in a constitution succeed in restraining the arbitrary exercise of power by a state that one can really appreciate their importance. In this regard, the FDRE Constitution has failed to bring about fundamental transformation in the protection of human rights in the country. As reported by different international and local human rights monitoring bodies, the Ethiopian state is notorious for its gross violation of human rights. Ranging from civil rights such as the right to freedom of expression, assembly, association to socio-economic rights such as the right to water and housing, Ethiopian state performance is weak to say the least.
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Even worse, the absolutely prohibited acts of torture and inhuman treatment were practiced in different detention centers of the nation until they were officially denounced as part of the post-2018 reforms. The important question we should be asking ourselves is ‘why did the country fail to make advancement in this respect?’ Several factors could be mentioned for this disconcerting state of affairs. Yet, this article focuses on substantive issues without touching on institutional issues in depth.

One of the substantive problems in the FDRE Constitution with respect to human rights is its bias towards group rights at the expense of individual rights. This is partly attributable to the founding grand narrative of the Constitution, which considers the violation of the right of the NNPs in the past regimes as the core problem of the nation. Based on this assumption, the Constitution went a great length to protect the group rights of NNPs to self-determination including secession. This resulted in lack of sufficient attention to the importance and protection of individual rights enshrined under the Constitution. The obsession of the state officials as well as media (during the early 1990s) was towards promoting the right of NNPs in every possible platform. This was partly because of the failure to understand the essence of human rights, which is primarily to protect the individual against the tyrannical act of the state or the community he or she is living in.

The extended right to self-determination given to ethnic based states, has also created problems in the exercise of certain rights. These rights include the right to freedom of movement, the right to life, the right to property and the right to security. In different regional states of the Ethiopian federation, individual citizens are being forcefully evicted from the land they possess merely because of their ethnic identity. The eviction of the Oromos from the Somali state and the Amhara’s from the Benshangul/Gumuz state are
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examples of this tragic trend. In the process of such eviction lives are lost; and property is looted and destroyed. This is utterly incompatible with the right to life and property protected under the FDRE Constitution.

The other issue that inhibited adequate protection of human rights in Ethiopia is the lack of clear foundation in the Constitution and the absence of an adequate guiding principle for the interpretation and limitation of rights. In the FDRE Constitution, there is a provision which links human rights with human nature. It states, ‘human rights and freedoms, emanating from the nature of mankind, are inviolable and inalienable’. Although this statement is positive in tracing human rights to ‘human nature’, it lacks specificity and does not explicitly indicate the purpose human rights are intended to serve. A better formulation is provided in the 2010 Kenyan Constitution, which reads ‘the purpose of recognizing and protecting human rights and fundamental freedoms is to preserve the dignity of individuals and communities and to promote social justice and the realization of the potential of all human beings’. This provision clearly articulates the purpose of constitutionally recognizing human rights which aims at safeguarding the dignity of human beings thereby enabling them to live a life worthy of promoting social justice and the realization of their potential.

The clear enunciation of the foundation and ultimate purpose of human rights further elevate the status of constitutional rights and force the state and other actors to take them seriously. It also serves as a bulwark for preventing arbitrary interpretation and limitation of rights. One of the disconcerting problems in the interpretation of constitutional rights in Ethiopia is the absence of a clear principle that guides the process. Although the Constitution has provided for the interpretation of human rights by giving due regard for international human rights treaties, the practice seems to stand in stark contrast to the stipulation of the Constitution. A clear guiding principle in the construction of the meaning, scope and delimitation of human rights is vital. Moreover, the arbitrary formulation of limitation
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clauses or the Constitution has contributed its part for the status quo. For some rights the Constitution explicitly lists the grounds of limiting them and the procedure thereof. For others, the Constitution is silent with respect to the manner of limitation and this opens the door for arbitrary limitation. This needs to change if Ethiopia is to become a human rights respecting state.

4. The Merits of Human Dignity-Centered Narrative, Constitutional Design and Interpretation

In the preceding section, I have argued how the founding assumptions of the constitutional makers about Ethiopian past and the constitution design that emerged out of it have undermined national unity and contributed for the fragile state of human rights protection. This section, deals with some potential remedies to these problems relying on the constitutional value of human dignity. I argue that the starting point should be changing the grand narrative about Ethiopian past which is prevalent in the political discourse since the time of the Ethiopian student movement. At the heart of this narrative about the key problem of Ethiopian state since its establishment is the claim that, there has been, ‘the domination of several ethnic groups by one or two groups which controlled political power’. This narrative is a simplistic understanding of what really went wrong and does not promote national unity. It is simplistic in the sense that the problem with the Ethiopian state from the past until present is much bigger and complex than the oppression of one ethnic group by another.

The adequate lens for looking at the Ethiopian past in my view should be respect for human dignity which is richer and comprehensive. The argument here is that the central problem of the Ethiopian state since its formation is lack of respect for human dignity which is expressed or manifested in different forms. As highlighted earlier, to respect human dignity in essence means to respect the life and integrity of a human being, to recognize the equal worth and value of every person individually as well as collectively and to preserve individual and collective autonomy in a harmonious manner. Since the time of the imperial regime, the Ethiopian state has shown little or no respect for the life and physical integrity of its people. Both during the imperial regime and the Derg military rule many individuals who opposed the administration lost their precious lives and suffered grave bodily
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injuries.\textsuperscript{98} They were also subjected to cruelest forms of torture and inhuman treatment that caused intense suffering to the body and soul. Many were also subjected to humiliating treatment, killed and left on the street as if they had no value. These tragic incidents have also happened in the era of EPRDF to a certain extent.\textsuperscript{99}

Several accounts could be made to demonstrate how the past Ethiopian state failed to recognize the equal value of human beings that emanates from their equal dignity. During the feudal era, some were landlords with all sorts of rights and privileges.\textsuperscript{100} Others were landless and tenants, subservient to the whim of their landlord in every possible way. There were also times when there were slave owners and slaves. The past Ethiopian state also did not recognize the equality and non-differentiated human dignity of all ethnic and linguistic groups. There were groups who were systematically excluded from political power, the development of their culture, language and tradition was inhibited. The Ethiopian state also did not embrace the equality of all human beings irrespective of gender and religious identity. Ethiopian women were excluded from position of political power, denied of equal opportunities to flourish and subjected to the whim of men.\textsuperscript{101}

Equal recognition to the value of certain religious communities was also denied by the Ethiopian state. The discrimination endured by the Ethiopian Muslims could be mentioned as a good example.\textsuperscript{102} The unequal treatment of all is not only manifested at the state level. Condescending attitude towards others who are different in language, ethnicity, appearance, religion or the type of profession they engage in is also noticeable at the societal level and in the way we interact with each other which is inappropriate. Hence, one typical characteristics or problem of the Ethiopian state is its
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failure to recognize the equal dignity or worth of all human beings irrespective of their ethnic origin, religious identity and gender.

The other core problem of the Ethiopian state from the very start until now is its failure to recognize the autonomy and self-determination of the individual human being. Throughout the Ethiopian history individual freedom has been an alien notion. The individual human has always been subject to the whim of the community and the state he is living. In the imperial time the individual and the entire people were regarded as subjects of the Emperor.\(^{103}\) The individual was expected to align to state ideology, and was not given the real option to chart his way of life in a manner he sees fit. In certain instances, the Ethiopian state even went to the extent of forcing the individual to change his religious belief and his identity including his name to make it compatible with the preference of the state.\(^{104}\)

The mandatory requirement (from the 1990s onward until post-2018 reforms) in various parts of Ethiopia to identity oneself with a certain ethnic group in the national identity card also manifests excessive state interference on individual autonomy. It is important to note that, a reasonable limit to individual autonomy is acceptable to any organized society.\(^{105}\) The problem in this regard relates to its extent and arbitrariness. Any arbitrary restriction which prevents individuals from making central choices about their life is a clear manifestation of lack of respect for individual human dignity and worth. Further, group claims of autonomy to develop culture, language, practice religion and administer their own affairs could be embraced within the framework of respecting human dignity to the extent it is reasonable.

Besides capturing the root of the problem in the Ethiopian state, human dignity-centered view of the problems fosters national unity and enhances the adequate protection of human rights. Such narrative strengthens national unity because it, inter alia, does not blame one particular ethnic community for all the evils that happened in the nation. It does not also attribute the acts committed by the ruling elite to the entire ethnic group (to whom the ruler belongs). It is to be noted that the majority of the members of such community are as oppressed as others; and are in a more or less similar state of poverty.

The human dignity-centered perspective rather interprets common oppression as a factor that strengthens feeling of solidarity and unity. In
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addition to enhancing solidarity among the people, human dignity centered narrative helps to create a strong national Ethiopian identity irrespective of ethnic or religious diversity. As noted in the third section, the reason why some individuals in Ethiopia feel uncomfortable to identify themselves as Ethiopians is due to the belief that the identity is imposed upon them against their will.

However, we should not be fixated by the deeds of the past and close our minds from a better future. If the problem with Ethiopian identity is forceful imposition, it is possible to create a new and strong Ethiopian national identity through our own full consent. It is thus within the realm of possibility to close the darkest chapter of our history and chart a new beginning by committing ourselves to respecting human dignity of every person. This involves preserving the life and integrity of a human being, accepting the equal value of every person and respecting his/her autonomy. In many constitutional systems, human dignity was made the foundation of their new constitutional system for signifying rejection of unjust past and for marking a break with it. Indeed, the commitment to create a nation founded on human dignity attends to the need of everyone and it is all-embracing. It protects our humanity as individuals and at group, national and global levels. As the Canadian Supreme Court noted:

Human dignity means that an individual or group feels self-respect and self-worth. It is concerned with physical and psychological integrity and empowerment. Human dignity is harmed by unfair treatment premised upon personal traits or circumstances which do not relate to individual needs, capacities, or merits. It is enhanced by laws which are sensitive to the needs, capacities, and merits of different individuals, taking into account the context underlying their differences. Human dignity is harmed when individuals and groups are marginalized, ignored, or devalued, and is enhanced when laws recognize the full place of all individuals and groups within Canadian society.

In other words, Human Dignity safeguards core interests which are personal, interests which we share with our ethnic or religious community as
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well as interests which we share with the entire human race. Thus, commitment to human dignity could be the bondage that creates harmony and fraternity among the diverse Ethiopian ethnic communities. Such unity further facilitates economic development and enduring peace, as majority of the conflicts occurring in Africa and elsewhere are ethnic in nature. The identification of the Ethiopian state with human dignity will shift the discourse from the NNPS to that of democratic citizenship.

As noted earlier in the third section, the assertion of nationality is very essential to the creation of a strong state. It is also the primary identity which serves as a condition for the distribution of certain rights and privileges. Since the new Ethiopian identity will signify respect for human dignity, every reasonable person will be willing or even proud to identify himself as an Ethiopian citizen. This will resolve once and for all the skepticism of loyalty to the Ethiopian nation and create a robust national unity.

Besides promoting national unity, human dignity centered constitutionalism has also the potential to ensure adequate protection of human rights. As noted above (in the third section), although human rights take a significant portion of the present Ethiopian Constitution, they do not have much practical value as they stand now beyond decorating the document. They neither succeeded in restraining the arbitrary exercise of power by the government nor served as handy shields for individuals to challenge injustice. The extent of their enforcement by the judiciary is also disappointing to say the least. Three major arguments presented below demonstrate how human dignity centered constitutionalism can strengthen the state of human right in Ethiopia. In this regard, lessons can be drawn from countries with well-functioning constitutional rights protection system founded on the value of human dignity.

The first important function that human dignity could play in Ethiopia is a founding role. As a house needs a strong foundation, constitutional rights also need a firm base. Otherwise, they will be exposed to momentary desire, and goals of the state can be readily sacrificed. If human dignity is regarded as the founding value of a constitution, it will serve as an enduring and powerful justification of rights. It also conveys the message that constitutional rights are not there for decorative purpose to beautify the document. They have much more importance, as they are there to preserve the dignity and worth of a human being. Once rights have sufficient
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grounding, the assumption is that they are not going to be trumped easily.\textsuperscript{110} It also conveys the message that when you are violating a constitutionally recognized human right arbitrarily, you are also taking away the humanity of the person and treating him as a mere object or animal.

As witnessed in other constitutional systems, the value of human dignity could further strengthen the protection of human rights by serving as interpretive guide.\textsuperscript{111} It is a well-known fact that constitutional rights are formulated in a very general manner. Their exact meaning and scope of application cannot be determined by merely looking at the constitutional text.\textsuperscript{112} This is partly attributed to the very nature of constitutions. It is the duty of the legislature to provide details for the operationalization of constitutional rights in a specific context while making laws and courts are also expected to play their roles in the course of adjudicating cases.

The constitutional rights under the present Ethiopian Constitution are no exception in this regard. Hence, the legislature and bodies entrusted with the task of constitutional interpretation have the mandate to give them content while discharging their respective responsibility. In doing so, both need some sort of guidance. I argue that the guidance should come from human dignity, as it is the foundation of all human rights in both international human rights treaties and many national constitutions.

According to Aharon Barak, a prominent human rights scholar and former judge of the Israeli Supreme Court, the proper understanding of constitutional rights is impossible without understanding human dignity, which is their very foundation.\textsuperscript{113} Thus, founding the Ethiopian constitutional system on human dignity would provide guidance for legislature and interpreters to enforce constitutional rights in their respective jurisdictions.

In the present set up, there seems to be no principle that guides both these bodies when they deal with constitutional rights. This has resulted in a very narrow conception of rights and their application. A reference to human dignity on the other hand would contribute to richer and robust constitutional rights jurisprudence. Making human dignity the center of constitutional system also assists in preventing capricious limitations on fundamental
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As discussed earlier (in the third section) of this article, the arbitrary limitation by the legislature and the inability of courts to hold the legislature accountable among the multitude of problems adversely affect the protection of constitutional rights in Ethiopia.

In any democratic society, legitimate restrictions on the exercise of fundamental rights are acceptable. Concerns from the protection of right of others to the general safety of the public may be possible grounds of limiting rights as stipulated in different international human right treaties and constitutions. Here the term legitimate is very crucial because it excludes those restrictions regarded as arbitrary or based on insufficient consideration. In many constitutional systems, the three-step proportionality analysis is utilized to evaluate the constitutionality of limits on fundamental rights, i.e. suitability, necessity and proportionality. Besides the proportionality test, some constitutional systems explicitly prescribe the need for any limitation to be compatible with human dignity.

The Constitution of South Africa for instance provides that ‘the rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom’. As such, whenever the legislature takes a measure that curtails constitutional rights, it must demonstrate that it does not infringe the human dignity of a person beside other considerations; courts are also mandated to assess the conformity of state action and measure with the supreme value of human dignity. Such measures are very essential to safeguard the adequate protection of constitutional rights in Ethiopia, as their limitation is tested against their very foundation or ultimate aim, i.e. human dignity.

Another way which human dignity centered constitutional discourse can assist is in serving as a source for expansion and discovery of new rights in Ethiopia. When constitutional rights are designed, they are intended to be applied to the societal and technological conditions prevalent at the time of their making. However, over time due to change in societal attitudes or technological sophistication, it may be necessary to expand the already existing rights or recognize new ones. This could be done by amending the constitution and periodically incorporating new rights.
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Yet, such practice of amending the constitution whenever new developments emerge is not easy. In many constitutional systems, amending a constitution is subjected to very strict procedural requirements. Thus, it would be inefficient to follow this track to make the constitution abreast with new developments in the arena of fundamental rights. The better option for this is utilizing the founding value—human dignity—to incorporate new rights without spending time and resources. In South Africa, for example, the principle of human dignity is serving this important function. To sum up, human dignity centered constitutionalism is the way forward for Ethiopia to ensure the adequate protection of constitutional rights as it plays a founding, interpretative and generative role.

5. Avenues of Making Human Dignity the Center of the Ethiopian Constitution

If human dignity becomes the center of the constitutional discourse, it promotes national unity and strengthens the respect for human rights as argued in the article. This evokes the next crucial issue as to how this could be achieved in practice. This author argues that there are two avenues: i.e. constitutional amendments/revision, or constitutional interpretation. These options have their own merits and downsides. Their level of effectiveness also varies. The most ideal and effective way is to make human dignity the building block of the Ethiopian constitutional order explicitly, by amending/revising the present constitution. For this, inspiration could be taken from the South African Constitution that states, ‘the Republic of South Africa is one, sovereign, democratic state founded on the following values… Human dignity, the achievement of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms.’ However, this change alone is not enough to ensure national unity in Ethiopia because other provisions of the FDRE Constitution which promote division and disunity in the country, should also be reconsidered.

This must start with the replacement of the phrase ‘We the NNPs’ in the preamble with ‘We, the People of Ethiopia’. Such reference is also common in constitutions of multi-ethnic federations such as India, which says ‘We, the People of India’. This formulation indicates the existence of
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common/shared values and bondag among the Ethiopian people regardless of ethno-linguistic and religious diversity. As authors of the constitution, the phrase embraces all Ethiopian citizens including those with mixed ethnic identity and those individuals who do not want to identify themselves on the basis of ethnic identity. The phrase ‘We, the People of Ethiopia’ does not in any way suggest uniformity. Nor does it undermine the diversity in the nation. It does not also deprive the rights of various ethnic communities to self-administration, promotion of language and culture.

There should also be unequivocal statement about the unity of the nation and preservation of its territorial integrity. This calls for omitting the provision that recognizes the unconditional right of the NNPs to secede from the Ethiopian state. Although the right to self-determination to the extent of self-administration, promotion of language and tradition is acceptable, it should have a limit. That limit should be respecting the unity and the integrity of the Ethiopian state. The constitutions of many states also expressly assert the unity and indivisibility of the nation. For instance, the Ugandan constitution stipulates ‘the State and citizens of Uganda shall at all times defend the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Uganda.’ A similar statement is also found in the Constitution of Kenya. The preamble states ‘We, the people of Kenya, proud of our ethnic, cultural and religious diversity, and determined to live in peace and unity as one indivisible sovereign nation’. By doing so the constitution should clear any doubts about the importance of unity and territorial integrity of the state. Any claim for right should be entertained within the territory of the nation through a democratic process and secession must not be an option.

In addition to these changes, the Constitution should be amended to make ‘democratic citizenship’ founded on the value of human dignity, the primary criteria for acquiring any right and privilege in the Ethiopian state. This should be explicitly stated at the preamble of the Constitution as well as its substantive parts. A good example of such stipulation is found in the constitution of South Africa and India. The preamble of the Indian constitution states ‘We, the people of India, having solemnly resolved to constitute India into a sovereign secular democratic republic and to secure to all its citizens’ justice, equality, liberty and fraternity.125
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Likewise, the South African constitution asserts democratic citizenship and recognizes the equal right of citizens in the following manner. ‘All citizens are—(a) equally entitled to the rights, privileges and benefits of citizenship; and (b) equally subject to the duties and responsibilities of citizenship’.\(^{126}\) As such, it makes citizenship the only yardstick for the allocation of rights and duties in the republic of South Africa. Once the equal right of citizens is affirmed, other rights could be bestowed upon groups to accommodate ethnic, linguistic or religious diversity.

Here, a question about affirmative action and compensating past injustices could be raised. To the extent that such ‘measure is narrowly tailored’\(^{127}\), targeted transparent and time bound, a special benefit could be provided for the disadvantaged communities be it ethnic, religious or otherwise. This will not be incompatible with the idea of equal right of citizens. Further, the protection of the equal rights and treatment of all citizens may demand revisiting the current ethnic based federal structure which seems to neglect the rights of minorities and non-indigenous people. As it stands today, most state constitutions empower one ethnic group or a group of minority communities which are regarded as the indigenous people or owners of the region.\(^{128}\) Those individuals and communities who do not belong to the empowered ethnic group are considered as settlers and do not often receive equal treatment. In order to solve this problem, amending the provision of the federal and state constitutions in a manner that balances the interest to the majority and the minority as well as the interest of the group and the individual is essential.

The only problem with amending the Constitution in the way proposed above is the difficulty of the procedural hurdles and the possible lack of political will.\(^{129}\) One of the challenges relating to the present Ethiopian Constitution before the reform was its portrayal by the ruling EPRDF regime as sacred document needing no touch or revision. Any proposal for constitutional amendment was often rejected.\(^{130}\) However, this attitude seems to have changed after the reform and there is a willingness on the part of the ruling party to revisit the FDRE Constitution as part of an effort to
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address the multifaceted problems of the country. As such, it seems likely to have a constitutional reform in the near future.

Yet, the procedure set for amending provisions like article 39 of the FDRE Constitution is difficult to meet, if not impossible. According to article 105(1)(a), the amendment of fundamental rights provision of the constitution require the agreement of all State Councils. If one state council objects to the proposed amendment while all others are agree, the amendment cannot proceed forward. Although the effort to entrench fundamental rights by providing strict amendment requirements is commendable, it must not go to the extent of precluding amendment completely. This is because it may lead the people to resort to violent means to change the Constitution.131

This raises the question relating to the feasible option towards the constitutional changes proposed in this article that can be implemented through the mechanism amendment. Richard Albert’s views on extra constitutional and political amendments may give us an insight.132 According to this theory, it may be possible to amend a constitution through extra constitutional means without necessarily complying with the amendment rules set in the constitution. What is needed here is the active involvement of political parties in the process negotiation manifesting popular will.133 Thus, article 39 and other provisions of the FDRE Constitution (that are subject to unduly strict amendment rules) could be amended following this model. The active participation of political parties and the people in the amendment process could rectify the violation of amendment rules.134

Regarding the design of the amendment process, it is possible to take a lesson from the constitution making experience of South Africa. One of the most contentious issues in charting post-Apartheid South Africa was the manner of making the new constitution. Different political parties proposed different paths in accordance with their own interests. The National Party sought the adoption of a new constitution through negotiation.135 It chose
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this avenue because it wanted to protect the interests of the White minority. Since Black South Africans are the majority, the adoption of the constitution by an elected assembly was thought to put Whites in a disadvantageous position. The African National Congress vehemently opposed this proposal of the National Party. It contended that the adoption of the constitution by an elected constitutional assembly is the only way of ensuring the legitimacy of the constitution.\textsuperscript{136}

Subsequently, the two parties made a compromise and agreed to adopt the constitution in two phases. The first phase involved the adoption of an Interim Constitution (IC) through negotiations among political parties.\textsuperscript{137} It embodied 34 key constitutional principles which the final constitution needed to comply with. The Constitutional Court of South Africa (CCSA) was mandated to check the conformity of the text of the final constitution with the general principles incorporated under the Interim Constitution.\textsuperscript{138} The second phase of the constitution making process, involved the adoption of the final constitution by an elected constitutional assembly. Unlike the IC, the members of the assembly were determined based on the performance of the parties in the election. In the assembly, members of the ANC had the upper hand.\textsuperscript{139} After considerable participation of the public at different stages of the process and the certification of its content by the CCSA, the final constitution was adopted in 1996. A similar procedure could be followed in Ethiopia to amend the FDRE constitution. Yet, the extent of polarization between political parties could pose a significant challenge.

The other venue is interpretation of the different parts of the Constitution where human dignity is expressly or impliedly stated to make it the central value of the entire constitutional order. This is a grand task as it requires a unique approach of interpretation and a great level of imagination, given the textual constraints in the present Constitution. Although this may also be reliable, it could dilute the extreme division of the nation along ethnic lines and contribute for national unity and better protection of human rights.

For this to happen, this author proposes ‘purposive constitutional interpretation’.\textsuperscript{140} What distinguishes this approach from others is that it
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does not give too much weight for the literal meaning of the constitutional
text. Its focus is rather on discovering the ‘purpose’ the constitutional text
serves to fulfill in a ‘democratic society’ at the ‘time of the constitutional
interpretation’.141 As such, it gives priority to interpreting the constitution in
light of values of a democratic society one of the most fundamental of which
is respect for human dignity. It also looks forward not merely to the intent of
the drafters at the time of the making, and at times, may revisit unwarranted
and misinformed intent of the framers as expressed in their minutes. It tries
to respond to the new circumstances and need of the society as well.

The starting point for this grand task of interpretation could be the
Preamble of the Constitution, which is believed to incorporate the
fundamental tenants of the existing constitutional order. The preamble states
the aspiration of the NNPs of Ethiopia to establish ‘a political community
founded on rule of law and capable of ensuring a lasting peace, guaranteeing
a democratic order, and advancing our economic and social development’.142

Even though human dignity is absent from this statement, the other part
of the Preamble might be helpful in this regard. It reads: ‘firmly convinced
that the fulfillment of this objective requires full respect of individual and
people’s fundamental freedoms and rights, to live together on the basis of
equality and without any sexual, religious or cultural discrimination’.143
Although human dignity is not expressly articulated, the reference made to
individual and communal rights of equality may be interpreted as an implied
acknowledgment of the importance of human dignity. Other systems have
also conceived human dignity to mean the recognition of individual rights
within the framework of the community based on the assumption of basic
human equality.144 This seems to be the essence of human dignity in its
crudest form.

Several provisions of the FDRE Constitution are also pivotal in the
reconstruction of human dignity as its founding value. For example, the
section outlining the fundamental principles of the Constitution embodies a
provision, which affirms that ‘human rights and freedoms, emanating from
the nature of mankind, are inviolable and inalienable’.145 This provision is
very crucial because it expressly mentions that the source of human rights is
human nature which can be interpreted as an expression which includes
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human dignity. Accordingly, it is possible to argue that the foundation for human rights under the FDRE Constitution is human dignity and it is an implicit founding value. Further, it is also possible to argue that human dignity is absolute and supreme value in the Constitution as it makes human rights inviolable and inalienable. It further means that they are intrinsic to human nature and that they must not be taken away.

It could also be argued that human dignity is not only an implied constitutional value in Ethiopia but also an expressly recognized constitutional right. The provision titled ‘the right to honor and reputation’ encompasses several constitutive elements of human dignity. The first sub article says, ‘everyone has the right to respect for his human dignity, reputation and honor’. These phrases seem to convey different message. Otherwise, there is no reason to use different phrases for the same meaning. The term human dignity seems to connote the general respect that a human being deserves by virtue of his membership of the human family. Reputation seems to cover a specific aspect of human dignity which seeks to preserve the good name of the person. Issues such as false accusation may fall under this category. The honor part seems to cover a person’s right not to be humiliated. Honor and reputation seem to focus on safeguarding the emotional component of a human person. However, this is not the whole story. The physical aspect of human dignity is also impliedly recognized in the Constitution. Everyone has the right to protection against cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

More progressively, the Constitution could also be interpreted to embrace the equality and autonomy aspects of human dignity. On the issue of equality, the Constitution states that the ‘law shall guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection without discrimination on grounds of race, nation, nationality, or other social origin, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, property, birth or other status’. The Constitution prohibits any form of discrimination on a number of specified grounds. It has also left the list open-ended to include new grounds when the need arises. This is indeed very progressive.
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With regard to the autonomy aspect of human dignity, the Constitution provides ‘everyone has the right to the free development of his personality in a manner compatible with the rights of other citizens’.\(^{151}\) According to this provision, every human being in Ethiopia is entitled to individual self-determination and to chart his destiny. The only limitation is the exercise of rights of others. The provision has a striking similarity with the free development of personality clause of the German basic law, which is often used to implement the constitutional value of human dignity.\(^{152}\) A combined reading of these provisions suggests that human dignity could be interpreted as recognized in the FDRE Constitution both as implied value and express rights. Different components of human dignity could also be said to have constitutional ground. This enables the constitutional interpreters to give meaning to human dignity in the suggested manner and make it the organizing principle of the constitutional order.

The challenge relating to interpretation lies on whether the House of Federation is capable of discharging this task of creatively interpreting fundamental rights in the manner suggested. The framers of the FDRE Constitution have given the mandate of constitutional interpretation to the House of Federation. This was because they perceived the constitution as covenant between NNP’s thereby considering constitutional interpretation by courts undemocratic as judges are unelected; and the framers mistrusted courts with the protection of group rights.\(^{153}\) Yet, since members of the House of Federation are not elected themselves, it is difficult to see how they meet the democratic test.

It is also hard to imagine how NNPs became the contracting parties when the Constitution was adopted. As stated in most social contract theories, the contracting parties are individual citizens not groups.\(^{154}\) Notably, the adequate protection of fundamental rights was not one of the main considerations when the power of constitutional interpretation was given to the House of Federation. The bias towards group rights endangers the protection of individual rights. More importantly, the organizational structure of the House of Federation cannot ensure the impartiality of the institution. According to Adem, the House of Federation is a political
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institution having close link with other organs of the government including the executive and cannot be considered as an impartial adjudicator. Based on this finding, he recommends the transfer of constitutional interpretation power to courts which can serve as legitimate guardians of the Constitution and fundamental rights. If human dignity centered interpretation of constitutional rights is to take the center stage, the power of constitutional interpretation should indeed be handed over to courts. And there is no apparent reason why courts would not be trusted regarding the protection of group rights.

6. Conclusion

The preceding sections have examined the historical foundation of the FDRE Constitution and its design in light of promoting national unity and improving the protection of human rights. It is argued that what best characterizes the modern Ethiopian state from its very establishment to date is not the oppression of one ethnic group by another as emphasized in the design of the FDRE Constitution, but the lack of respect for human dignity. This is manifested in the failure of the state to respect the intrinsic worth of human life, physical and emotional integrity, recognition of equal worth of every person regardless of ethnicity, religion or gender, as well as lack of respect for autonomy and self-determination.

Beside its comprehensiveness, the human dignity framework also promotes solidarity and national unity among Ethiopian people, by not singling out a particular ethnic group for all the evils that happened in the hands of the past Ethiopian rulers. Moreover, respect for human dignity is all embracing since it safeguards the core interests of individuals and communities be it ethnic or religious. It could serve as a founding value or social fabric that binds all Ethiopian people together under the umbrella of democratic citizenship. Human dignity centered constitutionalism is thus the way forward for Ethiopia to ensure the adequate protection of constitutional rights as it plays a founding, interpretative and generative role.

There are two avenues of making human dignity the founding value of the constitutional order. The first is through constitutional amendment that explicitly puts human dignity as the building block of the constitutional system. This must be accompanied with some changes that potentially
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strengthen national unity which includes substitution of reference to the NNPs in the preamble of the Constitution and using the words ‘*We, the Ethiopian People*’, and omitting the Stalinist phrase in art 39(4), i.e. the ‘right to secession’ by formulating a clear statement about the unity and indivisibility of the Ethiopian nation. The right of ethnic communities to self-determination, to develop their culture and tradition will also be recognized as long as they do not impose disproportionate limitations on the rights of individuals. Instead of ethnic identity, Ethiopian citizenship should be the primary criteria for distribution of rights and privileges in the Constitution. To implement this, it is necessary to revisit the existing federal arrangement in a manner that avoids unjust discrimination, address the interests of both the majority and minority as well as balance the interest of individual and groups. This harmonizes national unity and the right of ethnic communities.

In terms of time, since Ethiopia is going through a reform, it seems to be the right time to revisit the Constitution as part of the effort to solve multifaceted problems of the nation. There also seems to be the political will to do this on the part of the ruling party as well as the opposition. Yet, the procedural hurdle set in the Constitution may render the suggested amendments impossible. To overcome this, amending the Constitution through extra constitutional means and negotiation between political parties should be considered with active participation of citizens in the process. In the meantime, creative and imaginative interpretation may be the other avenue to bring human dignity to the center of Ethiopian constitutional discourse. Yet, due to the limits imposed by the constitutional text, this task is likely to be arduous and less effective.

As a way out, this author proposes ‘purposive’ approach in interpretation that primarily focuses on the purpose a constitution fulfills in a ‘democratic society’ at the time of its interpretation rather than its adoption. This approach is preferable because it helps to transcend the intent of the framers and the literal language of the constitutional text in construing the Constitution. Through such approach, it may be possible to interpret the various provisions of the Constitution harmoniously and make *human dignity* a founding value and right in the Ethiopian constitutional order. Such purposive interpretation of the Constitution may at least positively contribute towards diluting extreme ethno-nationalist narratives, promoting unity among the people and enhancing protection of constitutional rights. Yet, it is difficult to imagine the realization of these objectives through creative interpretation without handing over the mandate of constitutional interpretation to courts.